
Special Games - Controller 

$2 100s Packs of SO= $100 $1 FLIP Pack of 100 = $100 

Odd/Even Triangle Pack of 100 = $100 

Double 7s Speedo Pack of 100 = $100 

# volunteers: 3 # volunteers: 3 

Bib: BLUE Bib: RED 

Card colours change every event Flip = Grey Striped lUP folded card 

Triangle= Blue lUP folded card 
Speedo= Orange/Red lUP folded card 

*Balls (pull tickets) are not managed by volunteers. There is an employee that will do that.

Verify cash in tray first with transfer sheets. Sign and put in desk basket. 

Bibs/Money sheets 

Give each volunteer a bib according to their role, and make sure to write their names in the 

corresponding numbered section to match their bib number. 

Floats: 

$40 per person {for both the $2 and the $1 sellers) 

Cards: 

First person to be given float and cards will get partial bundles; the rest will get full bundles. 

When they come for more cards they must pay the full amount back as the number of cards they were 

given. Ex. SO x $2 cards - they owe $100 before we given them a new bundle (even if they have 1 or 2 

left over). Seller with partial bundles only pay for what they were given. Ex. 28 x $2 cards - they owe 

$56 before we give them a new bundle. 

*Get initials each time*

Cash Out: 

Return remaining cards (count how many are left). They need to pay the amount of the number of cards 

they sold from that bundle. Ex. SO in a bundle, 20 left, they sold 30 ($2 cards) so they must pay $60. 

They keep the rest of their money until next pay out. Everything should balance - discrepancies won't 

show up until final cash out. 

*See example sheet* Once have collected from all sellers, add up the Total cash received's and do a

transfer sheet. Sign and take transfer sheet and the total cash amount to the back vault desk.

FINAL game Cash Out: 

Seller should give all their money in. Put aside the $40 float. 



Return remaining cards {count how many are left). They need to pay the amount of the number of cards 

they sold from that bundle. Ex. SO in a bundle, 20 left, they sold 30 {$2 cards) so they must pay $60. At 

this point, if there were any over's/under's then they will show up here, as there may not be the right 

amount left in cash {once the float is removed). 

*See example sheet* Once have collected from all sellers, add up the Total cash received's and do a

transfer sheet. Sign and take transfer sheet and the total cash amount to the back vault desk.


